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Makeup style transfer state-of-the-art models often depend

on the Face Parsing Algorithm, which segments a face into

parts to extract makeup features. However, this algorithm

can only work well on high-definition. We propose an end-

to-end holistic approach to effectively transfer makeup

styles between two low-resolution images. The idea is built

upon a novel weighted multi-scale spatial attention module,

which identifies salient pixel regions on low-resolution

images in multiple scales and uses channel attention to

determine the most effective attention map. We develop an

Augmented CycleGAN network that embeds our attention

modules at selected layers to most effectively transfer

makeup. Our system is tested with the FBD data set, which

consists of many low-resolution facial images, and

demonstrate that it outperforms state-of-the-art methods.

Abstract

Problems with State-of-the-Art

• Our proposed weighted, multi-scale attention module:

a) squeeze along the channel dimension to obtain the representation

matrix;

b) Convolve the representation matrix through different sized kernels to

extract intermediate attention maps;

c) Squeeze and excite intermediate attention maps to determine which

attention scale is most important for the image being processed

• Low-resolution images can be blurry to different extents, a multi-scale

architecture can select the most effective convolution kernel size to implement

spatial attention

• Different attention scales extract different types of makeup (fake tan and

eyeliner require different scales)

Multi-scale Attention

• We create a new makeup/non-makeup data set with 10 subjects

from YouTube makeup tutorials.

• We design an evaluation metric to quantitatively assess low-

resolution makeup style transfer models:

a) Apply FPA to 1080p images

b) Downsample images and transfer makeup style

c) Using FPA masks of real and fake images, compute

colour histograms for each face part then calculate the

L1 distance

Quantitative Evaluation

Qualitative Evaluation
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Makeup Style Transfer on Low-quality Images with Weighted Multi-scale Attention

• Most state-of-the-art methods depend on systems like Face

Parsing algorithm (above) to learn a) the makeup style, and

b) where to transfer it.

• FPA performs poorly on low quality images, due to issues

such as resolution, lighting, occlusion and pose angle

(second row).

• To overcome these issues, we replace the FPA with a multi-

scale soft attention module to transfer makeup style in a

holistic, end-to-end manner.

Comparison on challenging makeup styles:

a) Our method is best approximates the skin tone colour

distribution

b) Our method best transfers fake eyelashes and comes closest

to transferring the butterfly wings.

For extensive results, see the full paper and supplementary

materials.

Augmented CycleGAN is used as the

backbone architecture

a) Apply makeup style 𝑧𝑦 onto image 𝑥

b) From image 𝑥 and fake image ො𝑦 infer

de-makeup style Ƹ𝑧𝑥
c) Apply fake de-makeup style Ƹ𝑧𝑥 to image

ො𝑦

d) From image ො𝑥 and fake image ො𝑦 infer

makeup style Ƹ𝑧𝑦

The architecture maintains cycle-

consistency between i) 𝑥 and ො𝑥; ii) 𝑧𝑦 and

Ƹ𝑧𝑦.


